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Product Description

ICHP40PP+ILCZ0 Petrus
Petrus is a design light point made up of an elegant concrete pole and a Citizen luminaire. The
combination of both elements results in an ideal light point for urban environments where its decorative
value is important. Moreover, it is fully resistant to corrosion, which makes it ideal to be installed on the
seafront or in places with high levels of salinity.
Optional:
- Anti-graffiti treatment.

Data Sheet   

PA663 GEA
GEA, the bin made with the waste thrown in the bin
This bin belongs to the sustainable design street furniture collection. Entirely made of recycled polymers,
recovered from post-consumer plastic. Attractive design and high functionality. Resistant to UV rays, water
and bad weather conditions. Thanks to its features, GEA is a bin that can adapt to all kinds of public
spaces.
Inner bin with hinged ring to fix the bag.
Recommended anchoring: by means of three M8 expansion bolts.
Gea, the bin designed for a more sustainable future... One more step towards sustainability

Data Sheet   

UM359S Petrus
Chair made of precast textured granite grey concrete. May be positioned individually or in groups.
Recommended anchoring: free-standing.

Data Sheet   

UM359SR Petrus
Chair made of precast textured granite grey concrete. May be positioned individually or in groups.
Recommended anchoring: free-standing.

Data Sheet   

UM359T Petrus
Deck chair made of precast textured granite grey concrete. May be positioned individually or in groups.
Recommended anchoring: free-standing.

Data Sheet   

UM521I Atlas Shower with Footwash
Most beaches include showers, thus allowing people to remove the sand after enjoying a day at the
seaside.
Product highly resistant to corrosion, offers high durability outdoors.

Data Sheet   

https://benito.com/sa/download/BENITO_data-sheet-ICHP40PP+ILCZ0
https://benito.com/sa/download/BENITO_data-sheet-PA663
https://benito.com/sa/download/BENITO_data-sheet-UM359S
https://benito.com/sa/download/BENITO_data-sheet-UM359SR
https://benito.com/sa/download/BENITO_data-sheet-UM359T
https://benito.com/sa/download/BENITO_data-sheet-UM521I
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Product Description

UM522I Atlas
Most beaches include showers, thus allowing people to remove the sand after enjoying a day at the
seaside.
Product highly resistant to corrosion, offers high durability outdoors.
Structure and taps made of bright polished stainless steel, resistant to bad weather conditions, humididty,
UV rays and high temperatures.
Installation : network connection, 3/4" gas inlet.

Data Sheet   

UM565 Petrus
Inclusive design fountain made of concrete. Combines the robustness of an ideal material for an element
that is in contact with water, with the lightness of an elegant design, capable of integrating into any unique
environment.
Easy installation as the fountain is equipped with the necessary connections for both the entry of water and
its drainage. Does not require visible drain grates, which are often a source of problems related to
splashing, oxidation, maintenance, water accumulation, bad odors, etc.
It has been designed respecting accessibility standards so that the fountain can be used by wheelchair
users.

Data Sheet   

VMFUT Futtoc
Revolutionary street sport. Designed by and for football lovers.

FUTTOC - Like table tennis without rackets; like volleyball with no hands; like football without goal posts.
Feet, chest, head, knees; anything goes, even climbing up on the table around 70 cm above ground.

Data Sheet   

VR080150 Obi
Fence made of ReBnew recycled plastic. Without maintenance. Ø 80x 1500mm posts. Rope railing, at two
different heights.

Recommended anchoring: concrete foundation.

Data Sheet   

VRA012PR Cam
Modular walkway made of ReBnew recycled and recyclable plastic. WITHOUT MAINTENANCE.
Resistant to seawater. Does not degrade nor splinter. Does not absorb humidity nor water. Complete and
finished single piece, which can easily and quickly be installed.

Data Sheet   

https://benito.com/sa/download/BENITO_data-sheet-UM522I
https://benito.com/sa/download/BENITO_data-sheet-UM565
https://benito.com/sa/download/BENITO_data-sheet-VMFUT
https://benito.com/sa/download/BENITO_data-sheet-VR080150
https://benito.com/sa/download/BENITO_data-sheet-VRA012PR

